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Abstract

Images are often more significant than only the001
pixels to human eyes, as we can infer, asso-002
ciate, and reason with contextual information003
from other sources to establish a more com-004
plete picture. For example, in Figure 1, we005
can find a way to identify the news articles re-006
lated to the picture through segment-wise un-007
derstandings on the signs, the buildings, the008
crowds, and more. This tells us the time when009
and the location where the image is taken,010
which will help us in subsequent tasks, such as011
evidence retrieval for criminal activities, auto-012
matic storyline construction, and upper-stream013
processing such as image clustering.014

In this work, we formulate this problem and015
introduce TARA1: a dataset with 16k images016
with their associated news, time and loca-017
tion automatically extracted from New York018
Times2 (NYT), and an additional 61k exam-019
ples as distant supervision from WIT (Srini-020
vasan et al., 2021). On top of the extractions,021
we present a crowdsourced subset in which022
images are believed to be feasible to find023
their spatio-temporal information for evalua-024
tion purpose. We show that there exists a 70%025
gap between a state-of-the-art joint model and026
human performance, which is slightly filled027
by our proposed model that uses segment-028
wise reasoning, motivating higher-level vision-029
language joint models that can conduct open-030
ended reasoning with world knowledge.031

1 Introduction032

Vision and language are two of most important in-033

formation sources, and the fact that humans can034

reason jointly with both sources at the same time035

has motivated artificial intelligence research to con-036

sider visually-grounded language understanding.037

Most work in this area has focused on reasoning038

1Code and Data will be fully released to foster further
studies.

2https://developer.nytimes.com/docs/
archive-product/1/overview

Figure 1: This is an image from the New York Times.
Can you tell the time and location when it was taken?

with local evidence (Suhr et al., 2018; Hudson and 039

Manning, 2019; Lu et al., 2020; Liu et al., 2021), 040

e.g. asking about factoid questions such as the col- 041

ors or shapes of objects and numbers of people, 042

yet few of works encourage open-ended reasoning 043

where a model needs to look beyond task inputs. 044

However, humans can relate visual cues to cor- 045

responding contextual information that could be 046

multi-modal, and draw on background knowledge 047

when interpreting and grounding images. For exam- 048

ple, as Figure 1 shows, people that are familiar with 049

the news can infer that the location is Times Square 050

through the iconic screen panels, and further esti- 051

mate the period of time by looking a the crowds 052

and the signs. And, this can be done without ex- 053

plicitly including related news pieces as input. In 054

fact, even though some people would not have the 055

prior knowledge to identify the relevant events, it 056

is likely that they would have good estimate of the 057

location and time by interpreting textual evidence 058

in the image, the language, entity names, building 059

styles, and other details in the input image. 060

In this work, we identify and formulate this 061

problem, spatio-temporal grounding of images, a 062

task aiming at identifying the time and location 063

the given image was taken. Specifically, we de- 064
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Figure 2: What is the time and location for this image?

ਮੋਦੀ ਜੀ, ਸਾਡੀ ਵਕੈਸੀਨ ਿਵਦੇਸ਼ ਿਕਉ 1 ਭਜੇ ਿਦੱਤੀ? NSUI PUNJAB

Indian Police Costume

A Tuk-Tuk or auto rickshaw in India 

Location and Time Evidences

Modern street bike 

Modern short sleeve clothing

Face covering

…

OCR Tools

Scene Text

Languages: Punjabi and English

Mr. Modi, why did you send our vaccine abroad?

Objects

Faces

Keyword: PunjabNarendra Modi — Prime Minister of India  

Face Detection

Object Detection

Translator

Language Detector

Restricts time: not in winter 

1995   2000      2005       2010      2015      2020       2025

Restricts time: after 2000

2019.1  2019.6    2020.1   2020.6     2021.1   2021.6    2022.1

Restricts time: during Covid

Location is Punjab, India.

Time is May, 2021.
2019.1  2019.6    2020.1   2020.6     2021.1   2021.6    2022.1

Knowledge Base

Search Engines

Restricts to locations in red (India)

Figure 3: An example of potential joint reasoning on Figure 2 to ground its time and location. Note that people
with different backgrounds may need to use different levels of reasoning, resulting in a completely accurate or
just partial grounding (e.g., the decade and country), and we only show one possibility. We start with grounding
multiple scene text, faces, and objects segments from the image, and use the information to conduct a constrained
search in a large news-base, until it locates specific textual information related to the image.

velop a novel dataset TARA, (Time and plAce for065

Reasoning beyond the imAge), a challenging and066

important task that tasks models with grounding067

images to real-world spatial and temporal informa-068

tion. In our collection, we make sure that if models069

can accurately find images’ creation time and loca-070

tion, they would need to successfully link the visual071

clues with contexts, which are often only found in072

texts such as news, stories and encyclopedias. As a073

result, this task motivates models to consider the as-074

sociation between visual information and language075

more closely and in a more open-ended setting. Fig-076

ure 2 shows an example from TARA, and Figure 3077

shows a possible way for a model to ground the im-078

age to its spatio-temporal information. The system079

starts with grounding multiple segments from the080

image, and uses the information to conduct a con-081

strained search in a large news-base, until it locates 082

specific textual information related to the image. 083

This demonstrates the complexity and significance 084

of this task. 085

TARA is collected via a rigorous process that 086

involves rule-based distant supervision extraction 087

from news-images data which results in 16k im- 088

age examples. While the training data has high 089

label correctness (around 95%), we further run a 090

crowdsourced validation on 3k examples to form 091

the evaluation dataset. During the validation, an- 092

notators are asked to validate that there exists a 093

potential path for humans to derive the correct an- 094

swer, which encourages proper reasoning in future 095

works. To better support the study of domain trans- 096

fer and supervision sizes, we collect an additional 097

61k examples from the Wikipedia domain. We ap- 098
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ply the state-of-the-art joint model CLIP (Radford099

et al., 2021) and show that it only achieves accu-100

racy of 11.11% and 0.46% for time and location,101

respectively, on our dataset.102

Additionally, we present a new CLIP-based base-103

line model that reasons on object and facial seg-104

ments and achieves 16.46% and 1.07% accuracy105

for time and location, respectively. We show that106

there exists a large gap (around 70% in accuracy)107

between state-of-the-art models and human per-108

formance, suggesting that the TARA data will pro-109

vide a benchmark to motivate reasoning based ap-110

proaches and support significant future work.111

2 Related Work and Datasets112

Vision and Language Learning Language under-113

standing in the context of images has been widely114

studied in various datasets covering a wide range of115

tasks including visual question answering, image116

retrieval, image and video captioning, etc. The ear-117

liest datasets mostly focus on simple local object118

properties identification (Antol et al., 2015; Chen119

et al., 2016). Later on, datasets start to focus on120

compositional visual reasoning. For example, Suhr121

et al. (2017) and Johnson et al. (2017) use synthetic122

images or synthetic language to study spatial rela-123

tions. Recently, datasets using real images and real124

languages such as (Hudson and Manning, 2019;125

Liu et al., 2021) are proposed for reasoning about126

natural language descriptions of photos. However,127

all of the datasets focus on local grounding on seg-128

ments inside the image, but not globally ground129

beyond the image with open-ended reasoning.130

While there are various tasks and datasets, the131

underlying associations between language and vi-132

sual concepts are often common across different133

tasks (Lu et al., 2020). Therefore, we use CLIP134

(Radford et al., 2021) to study the TARA dataset135

in this paper. CLIP is a recently released state-of-136

the-art image representation model, and has shown137

impressive performance on various tasks through138

pre-training on 400 million image and captions139

pairs collected from the internet.140

Spatio-temporal IE from Texts There has been141

extensive work on identifying temporal expressions142

and their associations with events in texts. Uz-143

Zaman et al. (2013); Ning et al. (2018) focus on144

temporal information extraction within the local145

contexts, and Zhou et al. (2020, 2021) further ex-146

tends the scope to consider contextual informa-147

tion from external texts. The NLP community148

has also investigated spacial information extrac- 149

tion, with geocoding (Gritta et al., 2018; Kulkarni 150

et al., 2020), which maps mentions to geological 151

coordinates, being closest to our scope. 152

3 Dataset Collection 153

Each example in TARA includes a news image, 154

along with its time, location. Captions and cor- 155

responding news backgrounds such as headline, 156

abstract, news type are also included for training or 157

analysis purposes, but the task is to guess the cor- 158

rect time and location as detailed as possible given 159

only the image. Our goal is to collect a large corpus 160

of semantically rich images that human with world 161

knowledge can correctly label time and location, 162

with use of key evidence detection and visually- 163

grounded world knowledge reasoning. We design 164

a process to collect and identify images that enable 165

such types of reasoning, and then use crowd sourc- 166

ing to label a random 20% of high-quality images 167

for development and testing. Figure 4 illustrates 168

our data collection procedure. 169

3.1 Image collection 170

We first collect all the news between January 2010 171

and May 2021 using the NYT API 3. We did not 172

collect news earlier than 2010 because earlier news 173

articles contain much fewer images. Each news 174

article comes with a list of attributions4 such as 175

headline, abstract, news type, and possible main 176

image. We first filter the news with a valid im- 177

age, and then scrape image caption for each image. 178

Since the NYT covers news in several multimedia 179

formats, the images follow a range of formatting 180

practices, such as representative news images, im- 181

age collages, images sampled from slideshows and 182

descriptive natural thumbnails for videos. We setup 183

a NYT specific pipeline to scrape image captions. 184

We define a separate scraping procedure to get im- 185

age specific text information for the different media 186

types mentioned above and remove instances where 187

multiple and/or ambiguous captions are returned. 188

Image Pruning and Labeling We describe 189

how we automatically collect time and location 190

of an image from corresponding news articles and 191

captions. First, we filter out the images with un- 192

wanted news types such as reviews, series, and 193

3https://developer.nytimes.com/docs/
archive-product/1/overview

4For each news, the API provides attributes as listed
here: https://developer.nytimes.com/docs/
archive-product/1/types/Article
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      2010-1, 2010-2, …, 2021-5

(a) Collect Images: We collect all the news with images from NYT between January 2010 and May 2021, and crawl captions.

P1: The National Guard on Springfield Avenue in Newark on July 14, 1967. 
P2: The seven members of the Communist Party’s … with President Xi Jinping, in Beijing in 2016.  
P3: Afghanistan’s vice president Gen. Abdul Rashid Dostum, had been forced into exile this year. 
P4: Bahia Amawi’s contract as a speech pathologist in Texas was not renewed this year. 
P5: Hossein Nayeri was led back to jail on Sunday after he was recaptured.

(b) Image Pruning and Labeling: We use NER models to prune images using captions, and assign possible time and location labels.  
In this example, the last image is removed because there is not location detected in the caption.

2017-07-11; Five Days of Unrest That Shaped, and Haunted, Newark; .. 
2017-07-16; As China Prepares for New Top Leaders.. ; Foreign; … 
2017-08-18; Afghanistan, a Destructive Game of Thrones; Foreign; … 
2018-12-19; She Wouldn’t Promise Not to Boycott Israel; National;… 
2016-02-02; Fight Between 2 California Escapees; National; … 

Captions Headlines, Date, Section …

1967-7-14 2016 2017 2018 2016-1-31

Newark, Essex County, New 
Jersey, United States, North 

Beijing, Dongcheng District, 
Beijing, 100010, China, Asia

Afghanistan, Asia Texas, United States, North 
America

None

(c) Validation: Crowdworkers are given only the images. They need to judge whether human, e.g. local people, can guess the time and 
location of the image, without searching online. If positive, we adjust label to the majority hierarchy; otherwise, the image will be removed.

Yes — Year Yes — Date Yes — Year No

Yes — Exact Location Yes — Exact Location Yes — Exact Location No

(d) Validation: Crowdworkers are given the image, news headline, possible labels, and possible main event we extracted from news. They 
decide whether the possible labels are correct. In this example, the majority workers think the time label is wrong, so we use Null as label.

1967 2016 2017       Null

Newark, Essex County, New Jersey, 
United States, North America

Beijing, Dongcheng District, Beijing, 
100010, China, Asia

Afghanistan, Asia

Final 
Labels

Worker 
Feedbacks

Figure 4: Data collection process. Steps (a)–(b) are described in Section 3.1; and steps (c)-(d) in Section 3.2.

obituaries, and unwanted news topics such as food,194

fashion, and movies, because images from these195

articles may not be informative enough. Then, we196

filter out the images whose caption does not contain197

location and time. For those that contain temporal198

and spacial cues, we assign each image a possible199

time label and location label. Specifically, we use200

the Spacy NER model5 to find if the caption has201

both exactly one “DATE” entity for time and one202

“GPE” or “LOC” typed entity for location. Note203

that each news comes with a publication date and204

possible locations in attributes. We would either205

directly use our NER-extracted time entity as the206

possible time label if it’s a valid time, or adjust the207

publication date using the time entity. For example,208

if the time entity is “1936” and publication date is209

“2021-05-01”, then we will use “1936” as the pos-210

sible time label because it should be an old image211

occurring in a recent news; in the latter case, if the212

time entity is “last month” and publication date is213

5https://spacy.io/models/en

“2015-07-18”, then we will use “2015-06” as the 214

possible time label. We also compare our NER- 215

extracted location entity with the news attribute 216

locations. If the only difference is granularity, e.g. 217

one is New York, United States and the other is 218

United States, then we will use the fine-grained 219

one “New York, United States” as possible location 220

label. Otherwise, we will filter our this image. 221

Finally, we add missing hierarchies for each pos- 222

sible label. For time labels, we add the decade and 223

the century. For location labels, we use Geopy6 to 224

identify the location and add missing hierarchies 225

such as country and continent. 226

3.2 Validation 227

We randomly select equal number of images from 228

each month, such that a total of about 20% im- 229

ages are assigned to devlopment and testing. On 230

these images, we use two crowdsourcing tasks to 231

6https://geopy.readthedocs.io/en/
stable/
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(1) prune unanswerable images, and (2) verify cor-232

rectness of the labels.233

In the first task, we display a single image, and234

ask a worker to answer, without searching online,235

if any local people can guess the time and loca-236

tion of the image. We offer different hierarchies in237

the choices – date, year, decade, and century for238

time and exact location, city, country, and continent239

for location – so that workers can choose one of240

these. If the majority of workers agree that human241

cannot reason time or location based on the image242

itself, we will mark the corresponding label as null.243

Otherwise, if the majority of them agree on a cer-244

tain hierarchy, we adjust the possible label to that245

specific hierarchy. Check step(c) in Figure 4 for246

criteria and positive and negative examples.247

The second task further verifies the correctness248

of current time and location labels. Specifically, we249

provide the same image, but including its caption,250

news headline, abstract, and extracted time and251

location labels. We ask the workers to verify if the252

background event is the same as in image, and if253

the labels are correct after reading the additional254

information. We use the Semantic Role Labeling255

(SRL) model7 from AllenNLP to detect the main256

verb in the image caption by selecting the verb with257

most arguments, and mark it as the possible main258

event to provide to the workers. Detailed examples259

can be found in step(d) in Figure 4.260

3.3 Test Set of Interest261

We further select a small set of 30 interesting im-262

ages as shown in Figure 5, that are related to most263

famous news happening after January 2021, the264

CLIP model date.8 This adversarial test set is265

specifically chosen to cover unseen images by base-266

line models to better test their generalization in-267

stead of memorization.268

Additionally, regarding to human baseline, an-269

notators need to have enough knowledge to extract270

and interpret the key evidence segments, in order271

to reason about the answer. For instance, a person272

with an American cultural background and speaks273

English but not Hindi may find Figure 1 is easier274

to infer the precise time and location than Figure275

2, compared to a person with Indian cultural back-276

ground and speaks Hindi but not English, and vise277

versa. This test set of interest is chosen to cover278

7https://demo.allennlp.org/
semantic-role-labeling

8https://github.com/openai/CLIP/blob/
main/model-card.md

Dataset Train Dev Test All

TARA before validation 12,306 1,644 1,644 15,652
TARA 12,306 1,552 1,571 15,429

WIT 61,325

Table 1: Dataset statistics for TARA and additional WIT
supervision.

most well-known news for the purpose that human 279

baseline annotators are more likely to have enough 280

knowledge about the key evidence so that the com- 281

parison with neural models can be more fair. 282

3.4 Additional Weak Supervision 283

We apply the same image pruning and labeling pro- 284

cedures on the WIT dataset (Srinivasan et al., 2021), 285

which contains 11.5M Wikipedia images and the 286

surrounding paragraphs and captions. Since this 287

dataset is much unorganized, we only select images 288

in English Wikipedia articles, and apply two ad- 289

ditional NER models (Lample et al., 2016; Peters 290

et al., 2017) from AllenNLP9 to select locations. 291

We further use zero-shot CLIP model to prune un- 292

wanted image types. Specifically, we provide each 293

image with text sentences in the format of “a photo 294

of [type]”, with type being photograph, map, paint, 295

and paper, and retrieve the sentence with highest 296

similarity score. We only keep images of type pho- 297

tograph, and use these as additional weak super- 298

vision. The benefit of adding this additional weak 299

supervision is that it has a wider range of time and 300

location labels than the NYT images, especially 301

because that all the NYT images are taken from 302

news between 2010 and 2021. 303

4 Dataset Analysis 304

4.1 Dataset Statistics 305

Dataset statistics can be found in Table 1. TARA 306

contains about 16K images from New York Times. 307

After crowd-sourcing validation on development 308

and testing, about 94% of the images that either 309

has a valid location label or time label are kept, 310

indicating that our training set can serve as a good 311

weak supervision. In addition, TARA provides a 312

61K weak supervision dataset built upon WIT. 313

4.2 Time and Location Distribution 314

Figure 6 shows the time and location distribution 315

in TARA. We can see that most images are taken in 316

9https://demo.allennlp.org/
named-entity-recognition/
fine-grained-ner
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Figure 5: Some example images in our test set of interest as described in Section 3.3. These very recent images
require open-ended reasoning with world knowledge and are specifically chosen such that our human baseline
annotators probably have enough knowledge about the key evidence. For example, in the first image, people need
to know what “BLM” is so that they can start to search statues in United States. Also in the second image, people
need to know it is the President Biden for further reasoning.

North America, Asia, and Europe, between 2010317

and 2021. This can be the effect of using NYT as318

image source.319

5 Baselines320

We assess the quality of our dataset through hu-321

man annotation, and evaluate on existing visual322

reasoning approaches.323

5.1 Human Performance324

As introduced in Section 3.3, an expert annotator325

works on our test set of interest to gain a better326

understanding of the human performance on TARA.327

The expert is not allowed to directly search the328

image online, but can search for anything else such329

as the keywords she/he infers from the image. The330

expert is presented with all the labels in the test set331

just as neural models.332

5.2 Evaluation Systems333

We use the state-of-the-art systems in machine334

reading comprehension for this task: CLIP (Rad-335

ford et al., 2021). CLIP is the state-of-the-art im- 336

age representation model and has shown impres- 337

sive progress on visually grounded language under- 338

standing tasks. Specifically, we use the “ViT-B/32” 339

model10 for zero-shot classification and analysis. 340

During prediction, the model is given a single im- 341

age and needs to classify the correct label. We use 342

a similar prompt template “A photo taken in {la- 343

bel}.” following the original paper, to encode all 344

the labels. We compare the similarity between the 345

image and each label prompt, and the highest one 346

is the predicted label. 347

We also add several variants of CLIP. The first 348

is CLIP+, which is the zero-shot CLIP model fine- 349

tuned on NYT training data. Note that CLIP uses 350

contrastive loss to train on image and text pairs. 351

We concatenate the time and location labels into a 352

natural language sentence to serve as the text part 353

for an image. 354

CLIP+Seg is another variant where we first ex- 355

10https://github.com/openai/CLIP
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Figure 6: Label distribution in TARA. All of the training, development, and testing data are considered.

tract object and face segments, and then finetune356

the CLIP model on the whole images along with357

the segments, both with time and location labels358

concatenated together as the final goal. As for359

object detection, we use the YOLOv511 method,360

specifically with model “yolov5s”. The intuition361

is that for objects such as iPhone, the model ben-362

efits from training it to times later than 2010. We363

add a limit to the segments so that we only con-364

sider important objects that have size larger than365

50. We further restrict the number of people seg-366

ments to be no more than 3, since many of the367

images have crowds and adding more people do368

not bring in much additional information. As for369

face segments, we use the InsightFace (Guo et al.,370

2021) facial detection model12. The intuition is371

that for famous people such as President Biden, we372

will benefit from training the segments to location373

“United States”. During implementation, we also374

add a limit to the segments so that we only consider375

face that have size larger than 50, which are more376

likely to be most important faces.377

CLIP+WIT is the variant of CLIP where we378

finetune on the training images along with the 61K379

weak supervision Images extracted from WIT. We380

concatenate the possible time and location labels381

as the paired text.382

6 Experiments and Results383

6.1 Evaluation metrics384

Two metrics are adopted in this work: Accuracy385

and Example-F1 (also known as micro-Dice co-386

efficient) following previous studies (Shen et al.,387

2021). Accuracy is calculated without considering388

11https://github.com/ultralytics/yolov5
12https://github.com/deepinsight/

insightface

hierarchies – the predicted label needs to exactly 389

match the gold label. In contrast, Example-F1 390

calculates the average F1 scores considering each 391

hierarchy as follows: 392

Example-F1 =
1

N

N∑
i=1

2
∣∣∣Ltrue

i ∩ Lpred
i

∣∣∣
|Ltrue

i |+
∣∣∣Lpred

i

∣∣∣ (1) 393

where Ltrue
i (Lpred

i ) is the true (model predicted) 394

hierarchical label set of image i. For example, if 395

the true labels for an image are “1967-7-14” and 396

“Newark, New Jersey, United States, North Amer- 397

ica” respectively, then its true hierarchical label sets 398

are [“Newark, New Jersey, United States, North 399

America”, “United States, North America”, “North 400

America”] and [“1967-7-14”, “1967-7”, “1967”, 401

“1960s”, “20th century”]. 402

6.2 Experimental results 403

In Table 2, we report the experimental results using 404

the CLIP based baselines on the TARA. We can see 405

that all of the model performance still have a large 406

gap with human performance. Also, the object and 407

facial segments boosts the model to be the highest 408

on location prediction, proving that segment level 409

reasoning is needed in this task. In contrast, adding 410

the WIT weak supervision does not show consis- 411

tent improvement or reduction on the performance. 412

It can be due to that WIT images are not similar 413

to news images, and that WIT images are mostly 414

taken in older times than 2010, thus not provid- 415

ing enough supervision for our test set. There is 416

also an obvious gap between the location predic- 417

tion and time prediction, showing that temporal 418

reasoning in vision language learning is much un- 419

der explored and needs further research. Note that 420
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Model Accuracy Example-F1

CLIP 11.11 44.96
CLIP+ 15.72 49.74

CLIP+WIT 11.11 45.20
CLIP+Seg 16.46 50.52

Human 86.21 92.41

Model Accuracy Example-F1

CLIP 0.46 39.90
CLIP+ 1.00 43.09

CLIP+WIT 1.07 41.73
CLIP+Seg 0.92 42.82

Human 75.86 91.63

Table 2: Summary of the performance(%) for different
baselines on the image location prediction (above) and
time prediction (bottom). Definition of Example-F1 is
in Equation 1. Note that human performance here is
evaluated on the test set of interest instead of on the
whole test set, please see Section 6.3 for more details.

Model Accuracy Example-F1

CLIP 13.33 56.44
CLIP+ 13.33 58.67

CLIP+WIT 10.00 55.11
CLIP+Seg 23.33 63.11

Human 86.21 92.41

Model Accuracy Example-F1

CLIP 0.00 24.65
CLIP+ 0.00 26.49

CLIP+WIT 0.00 29.83
CLIP+Seg 3.33 24.43

Human 75.86 91.63

Table 3: Performance(%) of different baselines evalu-
ated on the test set of interest for image location predic-
tion (above) and time prediction (bottom).

the Example-F1 value is consistently higher than421

accuracy because if the model predicts the highest422

two hierarchies correctly (e.g. century and decade),423

then it gets an Example-F1 around 40%.424

6.3 Analysis425

We perform qualitative and quantitative analysis of426

baseline results to better understand strengths and427

weaknesses of CLIP based models, and hypothe-428

size avenues for future work. Specifically, we look429

into: model performance on test set of interest;430

effects on performance by using news abstract.431

Test Set of Interest Since we conduct human432

evaluation only on the test set of interest, we exam-433

ine how models perform on this set and show the434

results in Table 3. Note that we use same setting for435

the models and human experts – both are given the436

Model Accuracy Example-F1

CLIP 28.18 61.63
CLIP+ 26.49 62.68

CLIP+WIT 11.11 50.00
CLIP+Seg 26.96 62.41

Table 4: Performance(%) for different baselines pre-
dicted towards news abstracts.

entire test set labels. From the results, we can see 437

that model performance has a large gap with human 438

performance, indicating that existing sota model 439

still lacks a certain level of reasoning capability 440

to solve a hard task such as TARA. Comparing the 441

results in Table 3 to those in Table 2, we can see 442

that there is little performance difference for each 443

model, indicating that our human performance on 444

the test set of interest can serve as a good reference 445

to human performance on the whole test set, un- 446

der the assumption that the annotators have enough 447

knowledge about the key evidence segments. 448

News Abstracts We also experiment with news 449

abstracts being the classification goal instead of 450

time and location labels given an image, under the 451

assumption that models are given corresponding 452

news abstract for each label. The intuition is that 453

the news abstract might provide more descriptions 454

that can map to several local segments, and thus 455

providing additional information. Comparing the 456

results shown in Table 4 to Table 2, we can see that 457

providing news abstracts improves the performance 458

a lot, despite that there is still a large gap with 459

human performance. 460

7 Conclusion 461

In this work, we introduce TARA, a new dataset and 462

task for spatio-temporal grounding of images that 463

requires open-ended joint reasoning with world 464

knowledge. TARA provides a 16K high-quality 465

dataset from NYT and a 61K additional supervi- 466

sion from Wikipedia. Compared to previous visual- 467

language understanding datasets, TARA requires 468

more complicated reasoning ability and existing 469

state-of-the-art models such as CLIP are far from 470

human levels, suggesting that our task remains a 471

significant challenge with large room for improve- 472

ment. We hope that TARA will inspire future work 473

on reasoning beyond image’s local segments in 474

vision-language understanding. 475
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